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In brief

Extinction rates estimated from

phylogenies of extant species are often

zero, in contradiction to the fossil record

that reveals that extinctions are

ubiquitous. Louca and Pennell provide a

simple explanation for this conundrum,

based on their recent discovery of

‘‘congruent’’ (i.e., statistically

indistinguishable) diversification

scenarios.
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SUMMARY
Time-calibrated phylogenies of extant species (‘‘extant timetrees’’) are widely used to estimate historical
speciation and extinction rates by fitting stochastic birth-death models.1 These approaches have long
been controversial, as many phylogenetic studies report zero extinction in many taxa, contradicting the
high extinction rates seen in the fossil record and the fact that the majority of species ever to have existed
are now extinct.2–9 To date, the causes of this discrepancy remain unresolved. Here, we provide a novel
and simple explanation for these ‘‘zero-inflated’’ extinction estimates, based on the recent discovery that
there exist many alternative ‘‘congruent’’ diversification scenarios that cannot be distinguished based solely
on extant timetrees.10 Due to such congruencies, estimation methods tend to converge to some scenario
congruent to (i.e., statistically indistinguishable from) the true diversification scenario, but not necessarily
to the true diversification scenario itself. This congruent scenario may exhibit negative extinction rates, a bio-
logically meaningless but mathematically feasible situation, in which case estimators will tend to stick to the
boundary of zero extinction. Based on this explanation, we make multiple testable predictions, which we
confirm using analyses of simulated trees and 121 empirical trees. In contrast to other proposedmechanisms
for erroneous extinction rate estimates,5,11–14 our proposed mechanism specifically explains the zero infla-
tion of previous extinction rate estimates in the absence of detectable model violations, even for large trees.
Not only do our results likely resolve a long-standing mystery in phylogenetics, they demonstrate that model
congruencies can have severe consequences in practice.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Model congruency predicts zero-inflated extinction rate
estimates
We consider the general birth-death model with time-dependent

speciation rate l, time-dependent extinction rate m, and random

extant lineage sampling with sampling fraction r.10,12 By ‘‘diver-

sification scenario,’’ we mean a specific choice of l and m over

time and a specific r. For any given diversification scenario,

there exist many alternative (‘‘congruent’’) scenarios that

generate extant timetrees with the same probability distribution

as the given scenario.10 Congruent scenarios exhibit identical

likelihoods and cannot be distinguished using extant timetrees

alone, no matter how large and complete. The set of all

congruent scenarios, called a ‘‘congruence class,’’ contains a

myriad of similarly plausible and yet markedly different sce-

narios. Crucially, when fitting birth-death models to an extant

timetree, for example, via maximum-likelihood, estimators will

generally converge toward the congruence class of the true

diversification scenario, but not necessarily to the true diversifi-

cation scenario itself. Hence, extinction rate estimates obtained
entirely from extant timetrees, no matter how large, will often be

very wrong.10,15 The question is: why are these (wrong) extinc-

tion rate estimates often exactly zero, instead of simply

‘‘random’’ positive numbers? In other words, why is the distribu-

tion of extinction rate estimates in the literature zero inflated?We

propose that the answer to this mystery stems from the fact that

the likelihood function of a birth-death model is mathematically

well defined for extinction rates that are negative at some or all

time points.16 If one were to consider models with partly or fully

negative extinction rates, then the congruence class of the true

historical diversification scenario, denoted H, would include

many scenarios with partly or fully negative m and yet positive

l (see Supplement S1.4 in Louca and Pennell10 for constructing

such scenarios). A scenario with m < 0 is biologically meaning-

less, but if one were to permit such scenarios, it could often be

the case that such a scenario is ‘‘closest’’ toH (i.e., has the high-

est likelihood) among the set of considered scenarios, even

compared to those scenarios with positive m. This is not para-

doxical once one recognizes that what one is really estimating

is the congruence class of the true diversification history and

not the true diversification history itself and that any scenario
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Figure 1. Conceptual illustration

(A) For any extant timetree, the likelihood function will generally be maximized in a parameter region close to the congruence class of the true diversification

history (including scenarios with partly or fully negative m), but not necessarily close to the true diversification history itself. Thismaximummay even be located in a

region where m < 0. Constraining m to be positive may merely result in a ‘‘compromised’’ fit, where m = 0. In the above illustration, we focus on m as a single fitted

parameter for simplicity; however, in practice, the fitted m and l may have complex functional forms depending on multiple parameters.

(B) Contour plot of the log-likelihood of an empirical timetree of 293 Trochilidae species,17 under constant-rate birth-death models with various l (horizontal axis)

and m (vertical axis) and fixed known sampling proportion. When extinction rates are allowed to be negative, the maximum-likelihood scenario exhibits a negative

extinction rate (black dot). Constraining m to non-negative valueswill yield amaximum-likelihood fit that is zero (white dot). The dashed line at the m= 0 boundary is

shown for reference.

(C) Lineages-through-time (LTT) curve of the Trochilidae tree (blue curve), compared to LTTs generated by the fitted constant-rates model (black curve shows

median; shades show 50% and 95% confidence intervals). Note the good agreement between the model’s and the tree’s LTTs. The fitted model could not be

rejected based on the Sackin18 and Colless19 statistics, the distribution of node ages, and the distribution of branch lengths.

For an analogous Bayesian inference, see Figure S1.
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with negative m is congruent to a myriad of scenarios with posi-

tive m. However, imposing the biologically motivated constraint

that mR0, as is typically done in phylogenetic software, places

a boundary in parameter space that likelihood optimizers will

tend to run up against, thus yielding estimates for m that are partly

or entirely zero (illustration in Figure 1A). Similarly, in a Bayesian

context, the posterior distribution may be concentrated in re-

gions where m is partly or entirely negative, and hence, samplers

restricted to non-negative m will tend toward the zero boundary.

Note that whether a fitted model exhibits negative extinction

rates, if allowed, depends on the set of considered scenarios

(e.g., the specific functional forms fitted). We also mention that

the situation differs for the speciation rate (see supporting anal-

ysis in Method details).

Figures 1B and 1C illustrate our reasoning using an empirical

timetree of 293 hummingbird species.17 If we only consider

scenarios where l and m are constant through time, the likeli-

hood has its global maximum at a scenario with a negative m

(Figure 1B). A similar likelihood surface apparently peaking at

negative m was previously reported for Drosophila in 1994 by

Nee et al.1 (Figure 5 therein), but this crucial clue has apparently

been ignored. As expected, fitting a constant-rates birth-death

model to the hummingbird tree via maximum-likelihood yields a

negative m when allowed and a zero m when constrained to

non-negative values (Figure 1B). Importantly, in this case, the

fitted model with zero m explains the data well (Figure 1C)

and is not rejected based on any of the model adequacy tests

that we considered (using parametric bootstrapping, consid-

ering the Sackin18 and Colless19 statistics, the distribution of

edge lengths based on a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and the

distribution of node ages based on a Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test; p > 0.05 in all cases). Hence, the fact that m is estimated

to be zero is unlikely due to an inadequacy of the model to

explain the data at hand; rather, the maximum-likelihood sce-

nario with negative m is probably congruent to another
2 Current Biology 31, 1–6, July 26, 2021
biologically plausible diversification scenario close to the true

(but unknown) hummingbird diversification history. Similarly,

fitting a constant-rates birth-death model via Bayesian Markov

chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) yields a posterior distribution

concentrated at negative m (if allowed) or at mz0 when con-

strained to non-negative values (Figure S1).

Based on the above reasoning, wemake the following testable

predictions for extinction rate estimates obtained via maximum-

likelihood estimation. (We do not consider Bayesian estimation

here, although similar arguments would apply.) First, erroneously

obtaining zero extinction rate estimates should be common even

without detectable model violations, i.e., even when the fitted

models explain the data well. Second, in almost all cases where

m is erroneously estimated to be zero at one or more time points,

one should obtain negative extinction rate estimates if these

were allowed. In particular, when allowing negative m, the distri-

bution of estimated m should no longer be zero inflated. Third,

estimating a negative m (if allowed) should increase the chances

of obtaining a zero extinction rate estimate when constrained to

non-negative values, due to the optimization routine getting

‘‘trapped’’ on the m= 0 boundary. Note that this is not a strict

requirement; in some cases, the estimated m might be negative

if allowed and yet strictly positive if constrained, due to the pos-

sibility of multiple local maxima in the likelihood and the fact that

the optimal value for one parameter generally depends on the

values of other parameters. Fourth, in caseswhere the estimated

m is positive even if allowed to be negative, this estimate should

typically be similar to the estimate obtained when constraining m

to be non-negative. Fifth, fixing l to its true value during fitting,

which ‘‘collapses’’ the congruence class to a single scenario,

should yieldmuchmore accurate estimates of m and should elim-

inate their zero inflation. Sixth, even for fitted models with nega-

tive m, these models should be close to the true diversification

history’s congruence class provided sufficient data for fitting

and a sufficiently flexible model.
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Figure 2. Testing predictions using simulations
(A) Present-day extinction rates fitted to 380 simulated extant timetrees, while requiring the fitted extinction rate to be non-negative (one point per tree). Multiple

commonly used models were fitted and the best fittedmodel was selected based on AIC. Vertical axis: fitted present-day extinction rate (bmo) is shown. Horizontal

axis: true present-day extinction rates (mo) are shown.

(B) Present-day extinction rates fitted to the same trees and with the same best models as in (A) but allowing for negative extinction rates.

(C) Present-day extinction rates fitted while allowing negative extinction rates (bm�
o, horizontal axis) compared to the case where negative rates are not permitted

(bmo), for the same trees as in (A).

(D) Present-day extinction rates bmo (vertical axis) fitted while fixing the speciation rate l to its true profile, compared to the true present-day extinction rate

(horizontal axis); a nearly identical result was obtained for bm�
o instead of bmo. The diagonal in (D) is shown for reference. All rates are expressed in Myr�1. For

histograms of the rate estimates, see Figures S2C and S2D. Only simulations where the fitted models adequately explained the tree are shown.

For additional details, see Figure S2.
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Analysis of simulated data
To test our predictions, we simulated 500 extant timetrees using

diversification scenarios with known time-dependent (but line-

age-independent) l and m and then fitted models while either

constraining m to be non-negative or allowing negative m (l was

always constrained to be non-negative, and r was fixed to its

true value). To ensure that m is not simply misestimated due to

stochasticity stemming from small datasets, we simulated large

trees with 1,000 tips. We focused on the extinction rate at pre-

sent day (henceforth mo), although all conclusions would apply

similarly to other times. The time profiles of l and m used in

each simulation were defined according to simple stochastic

processes, reflecting realistically complex diversification dy-

namics seen in the fossil record.20 Importantly, at all times, m

was constrained to be above 10% of the present-day speciation

rate and thus was clearly non-zero. We then used maximum

likelihood to fit various common functional forms for l and m

(combinations of exponential, linear, and constant functions,

henceforth ‘‘ELC’’ models). Depending on whether we constrain

m to be non-negative or allow m to be negative, we call a fitted

model ‘‘constrained’’ or ‘‘unconstrained,’’ respectively. For every

tree, we fit all ELC models and selected the best model using

AIC, as is common practice.12 Note that real diversification dy-

namics will probably never be exactly captured by any human-

made mathematical model; instead, the typical objective is to

find an approximate model that adequately describes the data.

Our analysis resembles this realistic situation, in that the fitted

ELC models do not exactly match the generative processes

and thus, in some situations, may not be adequate for explaining

the generated trees. To illustrate our argument that bad extinc-

tion rate estimates remain probable even with good model fits,

we only considered simulations where the best fitted model

adequately described the data (based on a Kolmogorov-Smir-

nov test for the distribution of node ages, 380 out of 500 simula-

tions were kept). For every considered simulation, we examined

whether the estimated present-day extinction rate in the best

fitted constrained model (denoted bmo) was zero. To each tree,
we also fit an unconstrained version of the best model—using

the same functional forms for l and m but allowing m to be nega-

tive, thus obtaining a potentially new estimate for the present-

day extinction rate (denoted bm�
o).

For all considered simulated trees, the best fitted constrained

and fitted unconstrained models closely matched the determin-

istic lineages-through-time curve (dLTT) of the true diversifica-

tion scenario as well as the lineages-through-time curve (LTT)

of the simulated tree (R2R 0.99; Figure S2J, examples in Figures

S2A and S2B). Despite the good fits and large input trees, pre-

sent-day extinction rate estimates (bmo) poorly matched the true

extinction rates (Figure 2A), consistent with our expectations.10

For 93 out of 380 considered trees (24.5%), the best constrained

model yielded a bmo = 0 (Figures 2A and S2C). A zero bmo is in con-

flict with the fact that the true extinction rate was at all times

clearly non-zero (mR0:1$lo). This fraction of zero extinction

estimates is also much larger than what would be expected if es-

timates were continuously distributed; in other words, the distri-

bution of bmo is zero inflated, consistent with our predictions and

observations in the literature. Moreover, we did not observe any

strong or significant positive correlation between the goodness

of fit (in terms of the dLTT’s R2 or in terms of the p value of the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for node ages) on the one hand and

the relative estimation error (ðbmo � moÞ=mo) on the other hand (p

> 0.05 and Spearman’s p < 0.1; Figures S2I–S2L), suggesting

that zero-inflated extinction estimates are unlikely the result of

poor model fits. In all cases where bmo was zero, the uncon-

strained variant yielded a negative bm�
o, consistent with our pre-

dictions (Figure 2C). For nearly all trees with negative bm�
o, we

obtained a zero bmo, consistent with our predictions (Figure 2C).

In contrast to bmo, the distribution of bm�
o was not zero inflated,

consistent with our predictions (Figure S2D). For trees where

the fitted bm�
o was positive, the fitted bmo was almost always iden-

tical to bm�
o (up to numerical accuracy), again confirming our pre-

dictions (Figure 2C).

These findings show that the zero inflation of fitted extinction

rate stems from ‘‘cutting off’’ fits that would otherwise be
Current Biology 31, 1–6, July 26, 2021 3
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Figure 3. Fitted models are approximately congruent to the true diversification scenarios

Example ELC model fit (and selected according to AIC) to a simulated timetree.

(A) True l and m (continuous curves) compared to fitted l and m (dashed curves), when the fitted m is constrained to be non-negative.

(B) True l and m (continuous curves) for the same tree as in (A), compared to l and m (dashed curves) fitted while allowing a negative m. The negative fitted bm�
o

suggests that, in (A), the zero bmo was simply ‘‘cut off’’ at that boundary.

(C) Diversification scenario congruent to the model fitted in (B) but exhibiting the correct extinction rate; observe that this scenario is close to the true scenario,

hence the congruence class of the model fitted in (B) is close to the congruence class of the true scenario.

(D) LTT curve of the simulated tree (continuous curves) compared to the deterministic LTT of the fitted constrained model in (A). The good match between the

tree’s LTT and the fitted model’s deterministic LTT shows that the model is close to the congruence class of the true scenario.

For an overview of fitting results, see Figure S3.
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negative (example in Figure 3). Note that the occurrence of likeli-

hood peaks in biologically implausible parameter regions (e.g.,

Figure 1B), despite the large tree sizes, makes sense in light of

model congruencies: when fitting birth-death models, one is at

most estimating the congruence class of the true diversification

history, rather than the true diversification history itself, and this

congruence class can include scenarios with negative extinction

rates. Thus, when specific parameterized functional forms for l

and m are fitted (as is done here), one will obtain a parameter

combination whose corresponding l and m curves resemble

some member of the true diversification scenario’s congruence

class, even if the true diversification scenario differed strongly.

Consistent with this interpretation, for all considered simulations,

the fittedmodel closely matched the true scenario’s dLTT, which

fully determines the congruence class,10 even in cases where bmo

was zero (Figures S2A and S2B). To further test this interpreta-

tion, for each best fitted unconstrained model with negative

bm�
o, we determined the unique congruent diversification scenario

with the correct m. As expected, this congruent scenario typically

exhibited a l close to the truth, confirming our interpretation that

the fitted models, even those with negative bm�
o, are close to the

true scenario’s congruence class (example in Figure 3C). Simi-

larly, when we re-fitted ELC models to the trees while fixing l

to its true profile, the extinction rate estimates were much

more accurate and no longer zero inflated (in fact, none were

zero; Figure 2D), consistent with our predictions. Note that the

above results cannot be attributed to model inadequacy, i.e.,

to the possibility that ELC models are not flexible enough to

adequately approximate the true profiles of l and m over time

(explanation in Method details).

Analysis of empirical timetrees
To test the relevance of our arguments to real datasets, we

examined 121 previously published timetrees of eukaryotic

taxa. To facilitate comparison with our simulation results, we fit

the same ELC models and chose the best model based on

AIC. The sampling fraction r was determined separately based

on the literature and fixed during model fitting (Data S1). In
4 Current Biology 31, 1–6, July 26, 2021
each case, we either constrained m to be non-negative or allowed

m to be negative and compared the obtained present-day extinc-

tion rate estimates with or without the constraint (bmo and bm�
o,

respectively). To avoid biases due to bad model fits, we omitted

12 trees for which the best fitted model was rejected based on

the distribution of node ages and using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test (p < 0.05). For all 109 considered trees, the fitted models ex-

plained the data well, with each tree’s LTT falling entirely or

almost entirely within the 95%confidence interval of LTTs gener-

ated by the best fitted constrained model (examples in Figures

S3H–S3Q) and with the model’s dLTT capturing nearly all of

the variance of the tree’s LTT (R2 > 0:99; Figure S3G). For 39

out of 109 trees, the fitted model exhibited a present-day extinc-

tion rate of exactly zero (bmo = 0); this high fraction of zero extinc-

tion rate estimates is consistent with the zero-inflated estimates

in the literature and our simulations. In all cases where bmo = 0,

the fitted bm�
o was negative, whereas a positive bmo nearly always

coincided with a positive and identical bm�
o (Figure S3A), consis-

tent with our expectations. We note that model inadequacies,

such as non-modeled variation in diversification rates between

lineages,11,14 do not provide a plausible alternative explanation

for the high frequency of zero (or negative, if allowed) extinction

rate estimates in these empirical trees (explanation in Method

details).

Conclusions
We showed that birth-death model congruencies can explain the

zero-inflated extinction rate estimates from extant timetrees

observed in the literature. It is possible that other mechanisms,

such as model inadequacy or misspecification5,11–14 and errors

or unresolved polytomies in the input trees,21 also cause erro-

neous extinction rate estimates. However, these mechanisms

do not explain the zero inflation of extinction rate estimates,

and our analysis of empirical trees suggests that model inade-

quacy was not an important cause of zero-inflated extinction es-

timates in this dataset (see discussion in Method details).

Regardless of whether our proposed mechanism is the main

cause of zero-inflated extinction estimates, it is clear that very
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erroneous zero-inflated extinction estimates are probable even

without detectable model inadequacies and even for large trees.

We thus concur with Marshall9 that most estimates of zero

extinction from extant timetrees are almost certainly wrong.

More generally, our findings demonstrate that model congru-

encies have likely been seriously confounding macroevolu-

tionary studies for decades. Whether these issues can ever be

resolved remains to be seen; it is clear that timetrees of extant

species alone are generally insufficient for estimating m or even

testing simple hypotheses about m, such as whether m was

non-zero, without additional well-justified constraints. Ulti-

mately, this limitation might be resolved with other sources of in-

formation, such as population-genetic data, fossils, or other bio-

logical tracers, and models integrating such information. We

caution, however, that such models may also exhibit congru-

encies, for example, if the fossilization rate is an unknown

time-dependent parameter also reconstructed from the data.22

We see asymptotically estimatable parameters, such as the

pulled diversification rate,10,23 as a promising tool for macroevo-

lutionary inferences.
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Materials availability
This study did not generate new samples or unique reagents.

Data and code availability
R code for performing our analyses is available at: http://www.loucalab.com/archive/ZeroExtinction. All required packages are freely

available at the Comprehensive R Archive Network (https://cran.r-project.org). All empirical phylogenies were obtained from the liter-

ature; tree sources and literature references are given in Data S1.

METHOD DETAILS

Simulation analyses
All simulations and maximum-likelihood fitting of birth-death models were performed using the R package castor v1.6.7.24 All simu-

lated trees had 1000 tips. All times are measured in Myr, and rates are measured in Myr�1. To simulate a variety of diversification

scenarios we generated random profiles for l and m according to independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) stochastic processes.25

This approach was chosen in order to cover a wide range of diversification scenarios with realistic temporal complexity. For l,

the present-day value lo (serving as initial condition for the OU process) was set to 1Myr�1, the stationary expectation was set to

lo, the stationary standard deviation was set to 0:5$lo and the relaxation rate was set to 0:1Myr�1. For m, the present-day value

mo was chosen randomly between 0:1$lo and 0:8$lo, the stationary expectation was set to mo, the stationary standard deviation

was set to 0:5$mo and the relaxation rate was set to 0:1Myr�1. Both l and m were specified on a discrete time grid spanning 100

Myr and having a time-step of 1 Myr, according to the exact distribution of OU paths, with the exception that values below

0:1Myr�1 were replaced with 0:1Myr�1 to ensure that speciation and extinction rates were always above a detectable threshold.

The sampling fraction r was chosen randomly and uniformly on a logarithmic scale from 0.01 to 1. For every given profile for l

and m and chosen r, we simulated an extant timetree using the castor function generate_tree_hbd_reverse.26

Models fitted to the tree were based on functional forms commonly encountered in the literature:27 l was either i) assumed to

be constant over time, ii) assumed to vary exponentially (lðtÞ = aebt), iii) assumed to vary exponentially plus a constant (l =

aebt +g), or iv) assumed to vary linearly (lðtÞ = lo +at). Similar profiles were considered for m, thus yielding 434 alternative combi-

nations (henceforth ‘‘ELC’’ models, for exponential/linear/constant). We fitted ELC models to the tree using the castor function

fit_hbd_model_parametric with appropriately defined functional forms for each ELC model and with options ‘‘condition=’auto’, rel-

ative_dt=1e-3, max_start_attempts=100, fit_control=list(eval.max=10000, iter.max=1000, rel.tol=1e-12, step.min=0.00001).’’ Fitting

was agnostic of the simulation parameters, i.e., as if no further information was available apart from the tree itself and the sampling

fraction r (which was fixed to its true value). As a first guess for the parameters (option ‘‘param_guess’’) we set the exponent (in the

case of exponentially varying rates) to zero, and the present-day rates to values obtained by first fitting a constant-rates BD model

with known r. The bounds for the fitted parameters were chosen such that m was necessarily non-negative. After fitting all ELC

models to a tree, we chose the ELC model that had the smallest AIC, following common practice. We then re-fitted that model

with parameter bounds adjusted to allow for negative m, and compared the estimated present-day mo obtained with and without con-

straining m to non-negative values (bmo and bm�
o, respectively). To also examine how the extinction rate estimates change if lwas known

(Figure 2D), we re-fitted ELC models (and selected the best model via AIC) while setting l to its true profile over time. To construct
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diversification scenarios congruent to the fitted models, but with the correct m (e.g., Figure 3C), we used the castor function

simulate_deterministic_hbd.

To investigate how errors in empirical trees might affect our conclusions, we repeated the above simulation analysis using erro-

neous trees. Specifically, for each simulated tree we randomly shifted the ages of internal nodes (adding a random number chosen

uniformly within the interval ½ � t=5;t=5�, where t is the true node age) and subsequently merged a random subset of internal nodes

(20% of nodes) with their children nodes into multifurcations. These modifications were done using the castor functions shift_clade_

times (with options ‘‘shift_descendants = FALSE, negative_edge_lengths = ‘move_parent’’’) and merge_nodes_to_multifurcations

(with options ‘‘merge_with_parents=FALSE, keep_ancestral_ages=FALSE’’). Out of 500 simulated trees, 397 trees were adequately

described by the best fitted constrained ELC model (based on a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the distribution of node ages, P >

0:05). Out of those 397 trees, 123 trees (31.0%) yielded a zero extinction rate estimate (bmo = 0) when constrained. All trees for which

bmo = 0 yielded a negative extinction rate estimate when allowed (bm�
o < 0).We also repeated this analysis using trees solelymodified by

merging nodes into multifurcations, i.e., without previously altering the node ages. Out of 500 simulated trees, 381 trees were

adequately described by the best fitted constrained ELC model (based on the distribution of node ages, P > 0:05). Out of those

381 trees, 119 trees (31.0%) yielded a zero extinction rate estimate (bmo = 0) when constrained. These results closely resemble

our findings with accurate (non-erroneous) trees, described in the main article.

Analysis of empirical trees
Extant timetrees of 121 eukaryotic taxawere obtained from the literature; many of these timetrees had been previously collected from

the literature by Henao Diaz et al.,28 and some were obtained by extracting sub-trees corresponding to recognized taxa (families or

orders) from a large mammal tree29 or avian tree.30 Taxon-specific sub-trees were only extracted if the tips associated with the taxon

indeed formed amonophyletic clade in the original tree, based on theNCBI taxonomy (status December 3, 2020). The size of the trees

ranged from 13 to 11,638 species, and their root age ranged from 6.6 to 431Myr. The sampling fraction r of each tree was calculated

based on published estimates of the taxon’s total number of extant species; tree sources and literature references are given in Data

S1. To each tree, we fit all ELC models while fixing r and chose the best supported constrained ELC model according to the AIC.31

Analysis of empirical tree distributions
Empirical trees are typically only estimates of the true phylogenetic relationships between species, for example if they have been

drawn from a posterior distribution. To examine how sensitive the probability of a zero extinction rate estimate is to variations in

tree estimates, we analyzed 100 trees from each of four published posterior timetree distributions: The mammal tree by Upham

et al.29 (4098 tips), the squamate tree by Tonini et al.32 (5415 tips), the bird tree by Jetz et al.33 (6670 tips) and the amphibian tree

by Jetz et al.34 (4061 tips). For all mammal trees, the best fitted constrained ELC model yielded a strictly positive bm�
o and bmo.

For 34 out of 100 squamate trees, the best fitted constrained ELC model yielded bmo = 0; in all of those cases, the corresponding

bm�
o was negative, consistent with our expectations. For 82 out of 100 bird trees, the best fitted constrained ELC model yielded

bmo = 0; in all of those cases, the corresponding bm�
o was negative, consistent with our expectations. For 26 out of 100 amphibian trees,

the best fitted constrained ELC model yielded bmo = 0; in all but one of those cases, the corresponding bm�
o was negative, largely

consistent with our expectations. These examples also demonstrate that the precise location of the likelihood maximum (negative

versus positive m) is generally also affected by the quality of the tree.

Model adequacy tests
Statistical tests for model adequacy were performed using parametric bootstrapping,35,36 as follows. For a given tree and a given

fitted model to be evaluated, we simulated 1000 random trees from the model, fixing the number of tips and the root age to match

those of the original tree. Simulations were performed using the castor function generate_tree_hbd_reverse.26 For every simulated

tree, we calculated the Sackin statistic18 (denoted s), and then calculated the mean Sackin statistic across all simulated trees (de-

noted s). The statistical significance of the tree’s Sackin statistic (denoted so) was the fraction of simulated trees for which js� sjwas

greater than jso � sj. A similar approach was taken for the Colless19 statistic. To compare the distribution of node ages (times before

present) of the fitted model to the tree, we used a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Specifically, for every simulated tree we calculated the

empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the node ages (denoted F), evaluated at the original tree’s node ages via linear

interpolation, and then calculated the average of those CDFs, thus obtaining an estimate for the CDF of node ages expected under

the model (denoted F). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distance between a tree’s CDF F and F, denoted DðF;FÞ, is the maximum dis-

tance between F and F at any age. The statistical significance of the original tree’s KS distanceDðFo; FÞwas calculated as the fraction

of simulated trees for which DðF;FÞ was larger than DðFo;FÞ. A similar approach was followed for comparing the model’s and tree’s

distribution of edge lengths. The full set of statistical tests is implemented in the castor function model_adequacy_hbd.24 In all tests,

the statistical significance threshold was set to 5%.

Bayesian inference using the hummingbirds tree
To illustrate the consequences for Bayesian inference when the likelihood function has a maximum at negative m, we performed

Bayesian MCMC of a constant-rates birth-death model using the empirical hummingbirds tree,17 discussed in the main article, as

input. The MCMC was ran using the function mcmc in the R package diversitree,37 with options ‘‘nsteps=10000, w=.1,’’ and using

the castor function loglikelihood_hbd as a custom likelihood function. A flat prior was used for both l and m.
e2 Current Biology 31, 1–6.e1–e4, July 26, 2021
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Estimation of extinction rates versus present-day speciation rates
In this work we have demonstrated using simulated and empirical trees that extinction rates cannot be reliably estimated entirely from

extant species timetrees alone, nomatter how large and accurate these trees are. In fact the errors can be so large that— if allowed—

extinction rates are often estimated to be negative with strong statistical support, a biologically impossible situation. It should be

noted, however, that the situation is not as severe for speciation rates, for two reasons. First, in contrast to mo, the product of

the present-day speciation rate and sampling fraction, lor, can asymptotically (i.e., provided a sufficiently large tree) be

accurately estimated. A mathematical proof for the general time-dependent birth-death model was provided by Louca et al.10 An

intuitive way to explain this is that near the present extinction has not yet had time to erasemuch information from the tree, and hence

the per-lineage branching density resembles lor. If r is somehow independently known, then we can in fact estimate lo if given a

sufficiently large tree. Second, the congruence class of any given biologically realistic birth-death process, i.e., with sufficiently

smooth and non-negative rates l, m, does not contain any members with negative speciation rate (unless we also allow for

negative r). Indeed, as seen in Equation (39) in Supplement S1.4 of Louca et al.,10 the speciation rate of any congruent model is

always non-negative even if m was negative. Hence, when fitting birth-death models to extant timetrees, it will be rare to encounter

a likelihood function that ismaximized at a negative l, and in fact the probability of this occurring will tend to zero as the size of the tree

tends to infinity.

To illustrate this difference in our ability to estimate lo (when r is known) versus mo, we plotted the relative estimation error of lo and

mo, obtained from our unconstrained as well as constrained ELC models, in Figures S2E–S2H. As can be seen, lo is generally esti-

mated much more accurately than mo. In fact, the mean modulus of the relative estimation error is about one order of magnitude

greater for mo compared to lo.

Checking if simulation results are due to model inadequacy
The simulation results presented in the main text cannot be attributed to model-inadequacy, i.e., to the possibility that ELC models

are not flexible enough to adequately approximate the true profiles of l and m over time used in the simulations, for three reasons.

First, there is no reason to expect that this type of model inadequacy should lead to zero-inflated extinction rates, instead of simply a

mix of over- and under-estimation errors. Second, and more importantly, in all considered simulations the best fitted constrained

model matched the data well, based on a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the distribution of node ages and based on the fact that

each tree’s LTT (which contains all information in the context of birth-death models10,38) was completely or nearly completely con-

tained within the 95% confidence interval of LTTs generated by the best fitted model. Similarly, the dLTTs of the best fitted models

closely resembled the dLTTs of the true scenarios used in the simulations (R2 > 0:99 in all cases, examples in Figures S2A and S2B).

Since the dLTT of a birth-death model fully determines its congruence class10 and the probability distribution of generated trees

(when m is non-negative), this means that the best fitted constrained and unconstrained models indeed converged toward the

true congruence class and that the best fitted constrained models would generate trees similar to those of the true diversification

scenario; this pattern is fully consistent with our theory and rules out the possibility of serious model inadequacies. Third, as

mentioned earlier, there was no significant positive correlation between the considered goodness of fit measures and the relative

estimation error (ðbmo � moÞ=mo, Figures S2I and S2J), contrary to what would be expected if model inadequacy caused a deflation

of extinction rate estimates. Similarly, we did not observe a negative correlation between the considered goodness of fit measures

and the modulus of the relative estimation error (
��bmo � mo

��=mo, Figures S2K and S2L), contrary to what would be expected if model

inadequacy was the cause of erroneous (in any direction) extinction rate estimates.

Checking if empirical tree results result from model inadequacies
Erroneous extinction estimates have previously been attributed to non-modeled variation in diversification rates between different

lineages11,14 existing at any given time point. While previous research has not identified any mechanism by which such model inad-

equacy should generally lead to zero-inflated rate estimates, we nevertheless consider this possibility in our analysis of empirical

trees. Specifically, for every tree we examined whether the best fitted model adequately explained not only variation through time

(captured by the LTT) but also variation across lineages using parametric bootstrapping and four test statistics: the Sackin18 and

Colless19 statistics, the distribution of edge lengths using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and the distribution of node ages using a Kol-

mogorov-Smirnov test. Perhaps not surprisingly, a large fraction of models were rejected based on at least one of these tests, with

only 40 out of 109 trees passing all tests — that is to say, many of the empirical datasets were not fully consistent with the fitted ho-

mogeneous birth-death models. The majority of rejected models were rejected on the basis of the Sackin and/or Colless test statis-

tics, which are specifically designed to detect tree imbalances, for example caused by rate heterogeneities across lineages, although

it is possible that erroneous trees and unresolved polytomies also contributed to bad model fits.21 For 16 of the 40 remaining trees,

the best fitted models exhibited a zero extinction rate, which corresponds to a similar fraction as that observed in the larger tree set.

Moreover, we did not observe any significant positive correlation between the statistical significance (P value) of any of the deployed

adequacy tests and bm�
o, which one would expect if model inadequacies were the main cause of deflated extinction rate estimates

(Spearman’s rank correlations were either negative, or non-significant, see Figures S3C–S3F). Hence, processes leading to devia-

tions from the assumptions of birth-death models do not seem to provide a plausible alternative explanation for the high frequency

of zero (or negative, if allowed) extinction rate estimates in these empirical trees.
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Comparison to other proposed mechanisms for erroneous extinction rate estimates
Various explanations have been proposed for why extinction rates may be misestimated from phylogenies, all of which essentially

invoke some type of model inadequacy.5,11–14 However, the proposed mechanisms do not explain the observation that extinction

rate estimates based on extant phylogenies are suspiciously often zero. Indeed, Rabosky11 and Beaulieu et al.13 showed that het-

erogeneity in rates across lineages (a violation of the assumption of homogeneity in birth-death models) often leads to an inflation —

rather than deflation — of extinction rate estimates when these are obtained via birth-death model fitting (Figure 3 in Rabosky11).

Purvis5 suggested that biased species sampling or incompletely resolved phylogenies could lead to low extinction rate estimates.

However, the mechanisms proposed by Purvis5 are expected to alter extinction estimates by some factor, rather than completely

erase any evidence for extinction. Morlon et al.12 proposed that failing to adequately account for variation in rates over time can

lead to erroneous extinction rate estimates. A slow-down of speciation rates over time is expected, for example, under adaptive ra-

diation with diversity-dependent cladogenesis.39,40 An apparent slow-down of l near the present is also possible under protracted

speciation, which decreases the probability of recent speciation events being detected and included in the phylogeny.41,42 A true or

apparent slow-down in lwould counteract the ‘‘pull of the present’’ expected in the presence of extinction,38 and if not accounted for,

could lead to an underestimation of present-day m. However, it can be shown using simulations as well as empirical datasets (see our

main text) that even when fitting birth-death models accounting for temporal variation, and even if trees are simulated under a birth-

death model with homogeneous rates across lineages and no sampling bias, extinction rate estimates are zero-inflated. A zero-infla-

tion of extinction rate estimates even in the absence of any model violations can even be seen in the simulation results by Rabosky11

and Beaulieu et al.,13 although these studies did not provide any explanation for that phenomenon. A zero-inflation of extinction rate

estimates even without any detectable model violations cannot be explained by the above mechanisms. It is also notable that birth-

death models are routinely fit to paleontological data without considering across-lineage heterogeneity and assuming a fairly simple

model of time-variability e.g., piecewise constant across different time-bins;43 and yet typically estimate extinction rates to be simi-

larly high as speciation rates.9 Also note that our observation that the proportion of zero extinction estimates was similar for those

empirical trees that passed all four of our model adequacy tests versus those that didn’t, suggesting that model inadequacy was

not an important additional cause of zero-inflated extinction estimates in our dataset.
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